
Parking Lots & Garages Solution
Parking Garage | Canopy | Wall Pack | Flood Light | Area Light
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START SAVING 
Our comprehensive suite of lighting offerings include:

LED Parking Garages & Canopy 

LED Wall Pack

LED Flood Light

LED Area Light
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ENERGY SOLUTIONS
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The LS series parking garage lights are the high-performance solution for 
the most demanding applications within a patented air cooling design. With 
an expected service life of 100,000 hours and an easy-install design, it 
provides an affordable initial cost and low total cost of ownership. With high 
lumen packages and precision refractive optics, the LS series can meet 
superior illumination performance requirements.

The Pad series is ideal for the applications such as gas station canopy, low 
bay application, truck stops and drive through at banks and restaurants.
Its uinque patent air cooling design for no ponding water and dusk.The 
Ultra-slim body is as slim as 1.58”. Two installation options as pendant and 
surface.

LED Wall Pack 

LED Full Cutoff 
Wall Pack

LED Standard 
Wall Pack

V-Line Wall 
Pack

Low Wattage LED 
Slim Wall Pack

LED Slim 
Wall Pack

Leopard Series 
Mini Wall Pack

LED TR 
Security Light

LED Security Light

LED Parking Garages & Canopy

LED Canopy
& Parking Garage Lights

LS Parking Garage LED PAD Gas 
Station Canopy

LED Full Cut-off LED Wall Packs are designed and engineered as 
maintenance free, energy efficient alternatives to traditional fluorescent, 
high/low pressure sodium, metal halide, induction, and other types of 
lighting fixtures.
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LED Standard LED Wall Packs with new optics increase light output 
and efficacy to reduce shadows and create safe, brightly-lit outdoor 
environments in parking garages, entrances, public areas and all other 
outdoor areas in a retail setting.

LED V-Line & Slim Wall pack are designed high quality die cast housing. 
Durable chip and fade resistant powder coat finish. Efficient design 
separates the driver from the LED to minimize heat, air cooling design of 
aerodynamic and modern appearance. Adjustable head for precise aiming.

Low Wattage LED Slim Wall Packs are designed and engineered as 
maintenance free,energy-efficient alternatives to traditional fluorescent, 
high/ low pressure sodium, metal halide, induction, and other types of 
lighting fixtures. Superior thermal design for longer life.

Leopard Series Mini Wall Pack series is designed to replace 70-150W MH 
luminaires while saving up to 88% in energy costs. The leopard series can 
be customized for virtually flood light and wall pack lighting application. This 
series is ideal for outdoor applications such as building perimeters, loading 
areas, driveway’s, sign and building flood lighting.

The ABOVE ALL LED Security Lights are the ideal fixture for entrance 
ways, stairways, and storage areas. Featuring a classic form as well as 
a new modern form option which offers a unique appearance, both are 
powered by advanced LEDs. The ABOVE ALL LED Security Lights are 
powerful yet energy efficient, capable of replacing up to a 100W HID light 
source while saving energy costs. Integral Photocell is preinstalled for more 
efficient operation and energy savings.

LED High Wattage 
Flood Light

Model-T LED 
Flood Light 100W 

150W 200W

Model-T LED 
Flood Light 300W

Leopard Series 
Mini Flood Light

LED V-Line Flood 
Light

LED Flood Light LED Mini Flood 
Light Narrow 

Beam 70 Degree

LED Mini Flood Light 
Wide Beam 110 

Degree

LED Flood Light

LED High Wattage Flood Light use die-casting aluminum housing, 
simple but beautiful. It is designed to replace the halogen, sodium 
and MH floodlight with long lifespan, high brightness output and 
stable quality. High Quality Outdoor Powder Coat Finish. Ultra 
efficient LED and optical design.
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LED V-Line flood light series creates a powerful, customizable tool 
for implementing a designer’s vision for nighttime facade lighting. 
With the ability to create extraordinary designs specific to the site, 
this powerful luminaire is extremely versatile for all outside garage 
lighting applications. It uses a die-casted aluminum housing, 
aerodynamic, and modern design. It is ideal to replace a halogen, 
sodium and metal halide light sources. High Quality Outdoor Powder 
Coat Finish. 

LED Flood Light use die-casting aluminum housing, simple but 
beautiful. It is designed to replace the halogen, sodium and MH 
floodlight with long lifespan, high brightness output and stable 
quality.

LED Mini Flood Light Narrow Beam 70 Degree use die-casting 
aluminum housing, simple but beautiful. It is designed to replace 
the halogen, sodium and MH floodlight with long lifespan, high 
brightness output and stable quality. High Quality Outdoor Powder 
Coat Finish. Ultra efficient LED and optical design. Replaces 150W 
MH floodlights. 

LED Mini Flood Light Wide Beam 110 Degree use die-casting 
aluminum housing, simple but beautiful. It is designed to replace 
the halogen, sodium and MH floodlight with long lifespan, high 
brightness output and stable quality.

The Model-T LED is a universal and scalable outdoor LED 
luminaire. The Model-T LED can be customized for virtually any 
type of outdoor lighting application by applying one of several 
different mounting options to a universal body to create an Area, 
Flood or Wall Pack luminaire. Four installation methods including 
Trunnion/Yoke Slip fitter, Wall mount and Pole mount. The Model-T 
LED is a scalable indoor/outdoor High Bay pendant mount LED 
luminaire. The Model-T LED can be customized for standard on off 
wall switching, on/off motion sensor switching or multi level motion 
sensor switching. The Model-T LED also comes standard with 0-10V 
control.

The leopard series is designed to replace 70-150W MH luminaires 
while saving up to 88% in energy costs. The leopard series can 
be customized for virtually any flood light lighting application. This 
series is ideal for garage applications such as building perimeters, 
loading areas, signage and building facade flood lighting. 
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LED Area Light

The Model-T LED is a universal and scalable parking area LED 
luminaire. LED Model-T series is designed as a modern and 
aesthetically pleasing lighting system that offers high uniformity, 
excellent symmetric light distribution, reduced offsite visibility 
and on-site glare. It uses a diecasted aluminum housing and 
aerodynamic design. High quality outdoor powder coat finish.

The ABOVE ALL Area Lights are ideal for parking areas and other 
applications that require high quality energy efficient lighting. In 
55W, 80W, 110W, 135W, and 300W replaces 70W to 1000W of 
Metal Halide and High Pressure Sodium light sources. Maintenance 
free and an extreme long life of 135,000 hours (L70).

The ABOVE ALL Roadway series is the result of a multi-disciplinary 
design study and applies the latest technologies developed by 
ABOVE ALL Engineers. The product’s reliability and performance 
where the design motivation for the series and the results have been 
verified and tested by third party independent certified laboratories. 
The ABOVE ALL Technology provides significant advantages in 
terms of luminous efficiency, minimizing losses from refraction and 
reflection inside the optical system. This system ensures a lower 
density of dirt and maintaining the luminaire performance for a very 
long period.

Model-T LED 
Area Light 300W

Model-T LED Area 
Light 100W 150W 

200W

LED Type V, III, 
Area Lights

LED Roadway 
Light
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SAVING EXAMPLE
Energy Savings:

At $0.10 per kWh, energy savings 
is estimated at $90 per fixture, 
based on saving approximately 200 
Watts per fixture for 12 hours per 
day. If your facility has 48 canopies 
(conservative for many parking 
garages), this annualized savings 
would be $4,320.

Maintenance Savings:

The average cost to maintain a 
typical outdoor fixture is $100 (lamp 
cost + labor/trip charge). This does 
not factor in any inconveniences or 
service interruptions caused by unlit 
areas. Over the extended 100,000  
space rated life of an LED fixture 
compared with an HID lamp, this 
saves approximately $500 per fixture 
in labor. 48 fixtures x $500 = $24,000.
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ABOVE ALL Lighting, Inc.
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Phone: 866-222-8866    
Web: www.aboveallLighting.com  
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